
Haywire 101 

Chapter 101 was really tsundere 

 

Gu Shouxin looked the most like his father out of the three sons of the Gu family. His facial features and 

body shape were very similar, and Gu Nian and gu xin both looked like their father. So, the grandfather 

and grandson who were making the same expression now really looked very similar. Gu Nian smiled and 

said, “Grandpa, Xin Xin, this is really edible. Although it smells terrible now, as long as it’s handled 

properly, it will definitely be delicious. Leave it to me!” “Sister, let me help you with what you want to 

do!”Gu Xin said. “Let’s go to the river and wash these things! We’ll try to make them ready in the 

afternoon,”Gu Nianzhi said. “Then I’ll go too. I want to see how the water is handled. Usually, the people 

in the city buy water to feed the cats and dogs.”Grandpa Gu was very curious about this. “It’s so cold 

today. Grandpa, you can stay at home. I’ll go with third sister to help!”Gu Hui said as she walked in from 

the door. Gu Nian smiled at Gu Hui. Gu Hui looked a little uncomfortable as she said, “I’m not helping 

you. I’m just worried that Grandpa will catch a cold from touching cold water!” “Yes, yes, yes. Big Sister, 

you’re so filial!”Gu Nian said with a smile. “Gu Nian! Don’t Call Me Big Sister!”Gu Hui was anxious. 

“Hahahaha, you two sisters, Hurry up and Go! Grandpa knows that you’re both filial children.”Seeing 

that the two big siblings were about to quarrel again, Grandpa Gu quickly tried to smooth things over. In 

the past, Gu Hui had never liked Gu Nianzhi’s cold and condescending attitude. The old Gu Nianzhi 

would not be polite to Gu Hui and always speak coldly. Therefore, everyone was no stranger to such a 

scene. “Okay, grandfather. Oh right, grandfather, why don’t you soak some glutinous rice later? I need 

to make something with glutinous rice.”Gu Nianzhi said as she put the things into the backpack. “Okay! 

Grandpa will be at home preparing it,”Grandpa Gu said with a smile. Gu Hui frowned but did not say 

anything. Although glutinous rice was a precious item and was usually used by grandpa to make 

porridge, Grandpa was willing to drink it. What else could she say? Grandpa Gu had always been in poor 

health. Grandma GU had specially bought glutinous rice and millet to make porridge for him. This was 

known to the Gu family. “Get out of the way!”Gu Hui went forward and gave her a push after Gu Nianzhi 

had finished loading the water. “I’ll carry it. You’re so small, you can only do some embroidery work at 

home. I’m not helping you, I’m just afraid that if you carry it to the river, I’ll order Xin Xin to do it for You 

Again!”Gu Hui squatted down and carried the basket on her back. She rolled her eyes at Gu Nianzhi. Gu 

Nianzhi:”…” The eldest cousin was so arrogant! “Xinxin, Sisi, let’s go, let’s follow Big Sis!”Gu Nianzhi held 

one hand in each. It was obvious that Gu Hui, who had already reached the door, stopped in her tracks. 

She was overjoyed. “Sister, don’t Call Me Big Sis, Big SIS will be unhappy.”Gu Xin tugged at Gu Nianzhi 

and persuaded her softly. “Hehe, if Big Sis is unhappy, I’ll be happy.”Gu Nianzhi didn’t care at all. Gu 

Xin:”…” Little Transparent Gu si: as expected, Sister Niannian is still the same sister niannian. She does 

not get along with my sister at all. After informing the elders, Gu Nian led her two younger sisters out of 

the old house. “Although you plan to study again now, this is not an easy thing to do. Don’t just focus on 

studying like before. Don’t do anything else. You have a wife and a daughter now. The most important 

thing is to make sure that your wife and daughter are well fed and well clothed. Look at how much 

you’ve forced your child to eat! You even have to think about food when you go into the water!”Seeing 

that Gu Nianzhi was really going to go into the water.., grandma Gu couldn’t help lecturing gu shouxin 

again. 

Chapter 102. Never wear anything but flattery 



 

Grandma Gu couldn’t stand her second son. If it weren’t for the fact that he had crawled out of her 

stomach, she wouldn’t have spared him a second glance. Gu shouxin pursed his lips. Mom, you don’t 

know my grievance. I’ve never eaten this water before! But the child likes it. If it’s delicious, what can I 

do? “Mother, this has nothing to do with her father. It’s about Nian Nian, right? She’s been thinking 

about eating a lot lately. You’ve eaten it too. I have nothing to say about that dregs of sea pepper, that 

cake, and Nian Nian’s cooking skills,”Cai Xiaolian helped to explain. Grandma Gu Glanced at Cai Xiaolian. 

“If you have nothing to say, then don’t say it!”! Xiaolian, you’ve been married to our family for more 

than ten years. I admit that second brother isn’t a thing, but think about it. The things you’ve done in 

the past, are they still a thing? “You two are parents. In the past, you used the eldest daughter as an 

embroidered mother to earn money for you, and the youngest daughter as a servant to work for you. 

“Don’t think that just because you’re smiling and talking now, I can’t remember what happened in the 

past!” “I’m warning you for the last time. If you treat your children like you used to, you two will get out 

of San Cha Kou village. I’ll take care of my granddaughter. When the time comes, it won’t matter who 

you talk to!” “Got it, Mom. I Won’t, Mom,”gu shouxin and Cai Xiaolian answered in unison, cursing the 

host in their hearts. “Hurry up and pull the meat back. Why are you putting it here? Do you want me to 

keep an eye on it for you?”Grandma Gu thought of the past again. She didn’t want to see her son and 

daughter-in-law this time. “Mom, Nian Nian told me not to bring all the meat back,”Cai Xiaolian said. 

She knew that Gu Nianzhi would use it to wrap the sausage after washing the pig intestines. She would 

leave it all in the old house to avoid the trouble of moving it around. Most importantly, there was a 

place for Bacon in the old house, but there wasn’t any in their house. “Then clean it up 

yourself!”Grandma Gu didn’t want to look at the couple anymore, so she went back to the house. 

“Sigh!”Gu Shouxin and Cai Xiaolian looked at each other and sighed. They still had to work hard! 

Otherwise, the old lady would be embarrassed to be scolded at such an old age. “Lan Lan, calm down. 

Both of them have changed. Why are you still talking about the past? They are already so old,”grandpa 

gu said gently as he brought her hot water when he saw Grandma Gu come in. “We have to beat them 

at all times to prevent them from reverting to their old ways!”Grandma Gu took the water, blew twice, 

and took a sip, “Sigh, Brother Chuan, I’m a little worried. What do you think happened to second 

brother’s family all of a sudden? Other than Xin Xin, the other three seemed to be developing in a 

positive direction, but they kept feeling that something was wrong. “And this wild boar, tell me, why did 

it suddenly hit the wall and Die Like a dead man?” “Isn’t it good to develop in a positive direction? Don’t 

worry, I think second brother has really changed now. Otherwise, when will I go over and talk to second 

brother?”Grandpa Gu reached out and put his arm around Grandma Gu’s shoulder, patting her gently as 

he comforted her. “Mom, …”Cai Xiaolian happened to walk to the kitchen door. When she saw the 

inside, she stopped and stepped back. “Mom, her father is driving to town. He asked me to tell you.” Old 

People’s dog food was the most dangerous! “Why are we going to town? Isn’t manager Cheng coming to 

get the cake later? And he is selling pork to others. Why is he going to town?”Grandma Gu asked with a 

frown as she walked over. “I’m at home. I Can’t. I still have you to watch over me, Mom.”Cai Xiaolian 

showed a big smile. No matter how much she tried to butter him up! 

Chapter 103 picking up money 

 



Grandma Gu’s lips twitched, but she didn’t say anything. Cai Xiaolian continued to tidy up the meat with 

a smile on her face. No one had come to wash the clothes by the river in the village at this time. The four 

sisters carried their things to the river, and Gu Nianzhi began to demonstrate how to wash them with 

tools. As for Gu Xin and Gu Si, the two little ones, they were both rejected. “Wow! Sister, eldest cousin 

sister, there are copper coins here!”Gu Xin found a rock and sat down. As soon as she sat down, she 

found several copper coins at her feet. The other three sisters looked at her. She had already picked up 

the copper coins, held them in her small hands, and ran over happily. “You’re so lucky!”Gu Hui couldn’t 

help saying. “Eldest sister, you said what I wanted to say.”Gu Nianzhi followed. Gu Si lowered her head 

and looked around. “Gu Nianzhi, if you call me big SIS again, I’ll throw you into the river!”Gu Hui glared 

at Gu Nianzhi. “PFFT, Big Sis loves her sisters the most, how could she bear to do that? Hehe, Big Sis… 

No, Big Sis Huihui, let’s wash our intestines!”Gu Nianzhi knew her limits and changed her words very 

quickly. “Big cousin, Big Sis, here, let’s each have two! There just happen to be eight.”Gu Nianzhi quickly 

divided the copper coins into the two big sis’bags and then gave two more to Gu si. “You picked them up 

yourself, why are you giving them to us? I don’t want them!”Gu Hui was about to take them out and 

return them to Gu Xin. “Sister Huihui, if Xin Xin gives them to you, you can keep them! They’re fine 

anyway, let them walk around and see if they can still pick them up.”Gu Nianzhi stopped Gu Hui. “Okay, 

sister, then I’ll take Sisi to look around and see if we can still find them.”Gu Xin was afraid that Gu Hui 

would insist on returning them to her, so she held Gu Si’s hand and ran away. Gu Hui pursed her lips and 

finally accepted it. She did not forget to remind her, “Don’t go too far.” In the end, after Gu Nianzhi and 

Gu Hui had finished washing their intestines, hearts, and lungs, Gu Xin pulled gu si along and ran until 

their foreheads were covered with sweat, and their little fists were tightly clenched. “Eldest cousin 

sister, sister, we found twelve more. Each of us can get three more,”Gu Xin said excitedly. Her eyes were 

sparkling with happiness, and she had been searching everywhere without stopping. Her face was red, 

and her forehead was covered with sweat. There was also a bead of sweat at the corner of her eye, 

which was shining brightly under the winter sun. “Wow! Xinxin, you’re Amazing! You’re really a little koi 

fish!”Gu Nian said in surprise. She had just said it casually, so how had she really found it? Was it really 

that easy to pick up money? “Koi, Koi Fish? Hehe, sister, I’m Xinxin, not a koi fish.”Gu Xin suddenly 

thought of the gift that the little koi fish had given her and said guiltily. “My precious xinxin, I’ll have to 

follow you around a lot in the future to get some of your koi luck!”Gu Nianzhi did not see Gu Xin’s guilty 

conscience and said with a smile. “Here, sister, give it to the eldest cousin. I’ve already given her 

cousin’s.”Gu Xin felt even more guilty and quickly handed out the money to prevent her sister from 

bringing up the koi again. Sorry, Sister. It was little fish who said not to tell others, not me. Under Gu 

Nianzhi’s gag, Gu Hui still accepted the three-cent money and went out to wash her intestines. Gu Xin 

picked up twenty-cent. Gu Sisi said it was all discovered by Gu Xin. The four sisters each got five coins 

and walked back in a good mood. As they walked, they met a young man from the village. He looked 

dark and big, blocking their way. The three Gu sisters looked at Gu Nianzhi. Gu Nianzhi:”…” What does 

that mean? I don’t know him! 

Chapter 104 again 

 

“Big Girl, I…”The dark-skinned man clutched the hem of his shirt uneasily. He glanced at Gu Nianzhi and 

lowered his head shyly. “Sister Huihui, he’s calling you!”Gu Nianzhi was shocked by the dark-skinned 

man’s appearance. She had a bad feeling about this, but she still struggled and nudged Gu Hui with her 

elbow. “Xinxin, Sisi, let’s Go!”Gu Hui couldn’t be bothered with her. She dragged the two little ones and 



left. Gu Xin hesitated for a moment, but still followed them. Brother Yungui had indeed often come to 

look for her sister. Brother Yungui was very good to his sister, so she should be fine. This man was called 

Zhang Yungui. He was the second son of the chief of San Cha Kou Village and an apprentice of the 

blacksmith shop. He had always been in love with Gu Nianzhi. “Hey, Hey, wait for me!”Gu Nianzhi 

panicked. She did not know this black-skinned man. She wanted to chase after him. The black-skinned 

man, Zhang Yungui, blocked Gu Nianzhi’s path and said anxiously, “Da Ya, I, I bought it this time. Here!” 

As he spoke, he took out a handkerchief wrapped in a ball and opened it. Inside was a sparkling flower. 

It was quite beautiful. “Don’t call me da ya. My name is Gu Nian.”Gu Nian did not take it and even 

explained. Zhang Yungui was stunned for a moment before he smiled foolishly. “Oh, Gu Nian, I got it. 

The kind of sparkling flower you were talking about. I haven’t been home for half a month. I helped my 

master pack a lot of things. I bought them when I earned some money. Here you are.” If Gu Nian still did 

not understand what was going on, she would have let down the professional books and non-

professional books she had read in her previous life. “I don’t want it. I don’t like it. Also, don’t buy me 

anything. I Won’t take anything from anyone.”Gu Nianzhi thought about it for a while and decided to cut 

off the original owner’s inexplicable feelings. In the end, the original owner of the book, Gu Nianzhi, was 

a concubine in the capital. She had always been restless and her eyes were very seductive. But she 

wasn’t that kind of person. She hated inexplicable relationships the most, so she had to be decisive and 

not let others think about her. “Big, Gu Nian, didn’t you say that you’d consider spending some time 

with me after I bought your favorite flower?”Zhang Yungui was anxious. “That was before. I don’t like it 

anymore. Also, what kind of place? I’m only 14 years old, and my parents are still reluctant to let me get 

married. Don’t talk nonsense with me, or I’ll beat you up!”Gu Nian raised her fist and walked away from 

Zhang Yungui. Zhang Yungui tried to stop her in a hurry. Gu Nianzhi frowned, gave him a push, and ran 

away. Zhang Yungui was very big, and he was also a blacksmith, so his body couldn’t be easily pushed 

away. But he didn’t expect Gu Nianzhi to be so strong and unprepared, so he was pushed away directly. 

By the time he stood still and was about to chase after her, she had already run far away. Zhang 

Yungui:”…” When did big ya become so strong? When did big ya run so fast? No, no, this was not 

important. What was important was that big ya said that she did not like him anymore and that big ya 

did not want to be with him. What should he do? “Yungui, come back! Why are you standing here like a 

wooden stake? Hurry up and go back. How many times does your mother read you every day?”After a 

while, someone passed by and found Zhang Yungui standing in the middle of the road stupidly. He went 

forward and said. “Fifth uncle Chen, master has been busy recently, so he didn’t have time to come 

back. I’m going home first.”Zhang Yungui called out to him and then left in a daze. “Hey, is this kid being 

bullied by the Gu family’s second daughter again? Look at this stupid look, sigh…”fifth uncle Chen said to 

himself, then shook his head and sighed. 

Chapter 105: you really have a goal 

 

Gu Nianzhi ran all the way back to the old house. Gu Xin was waiting for her at the door. “Sister.”Gu Xin 

took a few steps forward when she saw Gu Nianzhi running back. “HMPH! You ran away quickly with 

Sister Huihui just now, and now you’re waiting for me at the door again?”Gu Nianzhi pretended to be 

angry. “Sister didn’t allow me to listen when she talked to brother Yungui in the past either,”Gu Xin 

explained. “That won’t be allowed in the future. You have to follow me around all the time in the future. 

What if I get kidnapped by Bad People?”Gu Nian knew the name of the dark-skinned man from before. 

“Okay, okay, Hehe.”Gu Xin saw that she wasn’t angry, so she nodded happily and reached out to hold 



Gu Nian’s hand. “Nian Nian, Yun Gui is looking for you again?”As soon as she entered the door, she 

heard Grandma Gu calling out to her. “Yes.”Gu Nianzhi nodded. It seemed that the whole gu family 

knew that this black guy liked Gu Nianzhi! Fortunately, she had been decisive just now. “Did you take his 

things?”Grandma Gu asked with a frown. “No, no.”Gu Nianzhi quickly shook her head. “Grandma, I 

Won’t take other people’s things recklessly in the future.” “It’s good that you know!”Grandma Gu’s 

brows relaxed slightly. “You’re a big girl now. It’s time to talk about marriage. Don’t take things from 

boys outside. If you don’t like boys, don’t give them hope!” Grandma Gu had never educated Gu 

Nianzhi. She had always felt that this granddaughter of hers wasn’t close to her. In the past few days, 

she had seen the changes in her second wife. She couldn’t bear to see her granddaughter being gossiped 

about because she was greedy. “Thank you for your guidance, Grandma. I wasn’t sensible in the past, 

but I really won’t be in the future. I’m still young. Grandma, please remind me more in the future so that 

I won’t make any mistakes,”gu nianzhi said sincerely. Grandma Gu looked as if she had seen a ghost. 

When had this girl ever talked to her for such a long time? She looked extremely serious, just like how 

her second brother had cheated her out of money to buy wine and drinks in the past. “Your mother has 

already cut the meat, so you should go and work on your sausages!”Grandma Gu did not say anything 

else and turned around to go back into the big house. “Sister, so you don’t like brother Yun Gui?”Gu Xin 

asked in surprise after Grandma Gu left. “So I like him?”Gu Nian was stunned. The original owner would 

never like a young man from the village. “I don’t know either. I just think that you keep accepting gifts 

from brother Yungui because you like him and want to marry him!”Gu Xin shook her head and 

explained. “You Little Thing, what do you know about liking or not liking? Let me tell you, I don’t have 

any thoughts of marrying anyone yet. The person I want to marry hasn’t appeared yet,”Gu Nian said 

seriously. “Oh, I know, I know. It’s the top scorer that I was talking about earlier!”Gu Xin remembered 

what the family of four had said on the ox-cart. “PFFT!”Gu Hui stood at the kitchen door with a bowl of 

water in her hand. She couldn’t help but spit out the water. The two sisters looked towards the kitchen 

door. Gu Hui said, “Gu Nian, you really have a goal!” Gu Nian grinned. “Of course, one must have a goal 

in life!” “Then I Wish Your Dreams Come True! But I think you’ll have a better chance if you change your 

bad temper,”Gu Hui teased. “Thank you for the Reminder, Big Sis!”Gu Nianzhi was still smiling. Gu Hui 

glared at her and went back in with her bowl. “Big Sis, have you forgotten? You and your first cousin 

don’t like people calling you big sis. Why do you always call her Big Sis?”Gu Xin reminded her in a low 

voice. “Because the first cousin looks good when she stares at people! I like to watch people and things 

that look good!”Gu Nianzhi said. “Oh right, the first cousin looks good when she stares at people.”Gu Xin 

agreed. “Hahahaha, come on, let’s go make some delicious food.”Gu Nianzhi laughed loudly. Gu Hui, 

who was holding a knife in the kitchen, was about to cut the meat when she swung her knife down and 

cut it directly onto the cutting board. 

Chapter 106 was the same as when your father was a child 

 

Gu Nianzhi planned to wrap the sausage in a small intestine. Cai Xiaolian had just finished cutting the 

meat for the sausage. The large intestine was to be used to stir-fry a plate of fried fat sausages and to 

make a glutinous rice enema. The glutinous rice enema was a dish that her modern sister-in-law had 

taught her to make. It was made with the simplest ingredients. After it was poured, it could be steamed 

and fried. It didn’t have to be smoked like the sausage. Gu Nianzhi originally did not want Gu Xin and Gu 

Si to fight, but the two little girls could not sit still and moved a small stool over to work together. With 

Gu Hui and Grandpa Gu, it did not take long to wrap it up. Gu Nianzhi could not help but sigh in her 



heart. The Gu family was really good at getting started. “Nianzhi, what should we do next? Tell me, 

Grandpa,”Grandpa Gu liked to cook, so he was naturally very interested in things he had never cooked 

before. “Grandpa, I’ll do it first. Watch and learn.”Gu Nian said. “Okay, okay, okay. Niannian is really 

smart. Just like your father when he was young, she loves to cook.”Grandpa Gu said with a smile. “Did 

father also love to cook when he was young?”Gu Nian asked in confusion. “Yes!”! Everyone boiled eggs, 

but he insisted on boiling them and sprinkling some salt on them. Everyone steamed the pancake, but 

he insisted on frying the pancake, which cost a lot of oil. Everyone boiled soup with wild vegetables and 

mixed grains, but he insisted on making balls of wild vegetables and mixed grains to steam. It’s a pity 

that he didn’t cook these things after he entered the school.”Grandpa Gu’s expression was somewhat 

nostalgic. “Wild vegetable dumplings? Well, that’s fine. Grandpa, let’s eat wild vegetable dumplings as 

our staple food tonight! I saw wild vegetables over there.”Gu Nianzhi suddenly thought of a new way of 

eating. “Okay, okay, okay. I’ll leave the evening food to you today.”Grandpa Gu said dotingly. The people 

here ate two meals. The morning meal was called morning food, and the afternoon meal was called 

evening food. “Sister, what’s a wild vegetable dumpling? Is it delicious? Do you want to put the wild 

vegetables together?”Gu Xin tilted her head and asked. “Yes. In a while, Xinxin and Sisi will be in charge 

of making the dumpling. Sister Huihui will light the fire, and I will be in charge of cooking. When father 

and uncle come back, the evening food will be ready!”Gu Nianzhi arranged the tasks. Gu Nianzhi had 

grandpa gu hang up the sausages and start preparing the stuffing for the wild vegetable dumplings. By 

the time Cai Xiaolian had sent manager Cheng away and returned, the ingredients were almost ready. It 

was already past midnight, and it was almost time for the feast. Cai Xiaolian sold half of the wild boars to 

manager Cheng, and then sold the recipe for the cake to manager Cheng. She had spent so much time 

discussing the price of the recipe. Gu Nianzhi was relieved that Cai Xiaolian was very capable. In terms of 

bargaining, the entire Gu family combined was no match for Cai Xiaolian. Uncle Gu, uncle Gu, and da 

Fang’s son, Gu En, who was still in school, also returned one after another. When it was time to start 

cooking, Gu Shouxin had also returned. Gu Nianzhi had Gu Hui make the fire bigger, and then she 

started cooking. Grandfather Gu and Gu Xin, one old and one young, stood by Gu Nianzhi’s side, one on 

her left and one on her right. They had openly stolen her recipe. Gu Nianzhi was talking about when to 

cook and when to cook. “Wow! Sister Niannian, what are you cooking? It smells so good!”Gu En’s nose 

was sharp, and he ran in when he smelled the fragrance. “En, what did sister Niannian tell you? I don’t 

think you’re going to eat it.”Grandpa Gu smiled. “What is it? What is it?”Gu en was even more curious 

when Grandpa Gu said that. “Pig intestines.”Grandma Gu suddenly came in and said. “AH? Isn’t pig 

intestines smelly?”Gu en subconsciously covered his nose. “Hehehe, brother En, pig intestines are really 

smelly. When we went to wash it just now, it smelled so bad! Don’t eat it later!”Gu Xin turned her head 

and laughed. If she didn’t laugh, Gu en probably wouldn’t eat it later. If she laughed, gu en would think 

that Gu Xin was lying to him. 

Chapter 107 thunder and lightning 

 

There were wild vegetable dumplings, glutinous rice sausage, fried, steamed, stir-fried fat sausage, 

radish stewed pork ribs, and a few cucumbers for the evening meal. Gu Hui brought a bowl of pork ribs 

soup and a bowl of wild vegetable dumplings to Lady Zhang. “Damn girl, why are there only these two? 

Didn’t my benefactor say that there was a very fragrant dish? I smelled it in the house, hurry up and 

bring it to me!”Lady Zhang was unhappy when she saw it. When she was frying the dishes just now, the 

smell was so fragrant that it even drifted into her house. “Mother, don’t you know who you are 



now?”Gu Hui looked at Lady Zhang speechlessly. “Who? Who Am I? I am your mother. Hurry up and 

bring the delicious dishes to serve!”Lady Zhang Said angrily. “You are a woman who is in 

confinement.”Gu Hui rolled her eyes. “Do you want to eat or not? If not, I will take it away!” “Hey, you 

stinky girl, you’re Heartless, you… Hey, Hey, I’ll eat, I’ll eat, put it down!”Seeing that Gu Hui was really 

going to leave, she quickly changed her words. Gu Hui turned around and put down the food. She 

glanced at the little boy who was sleeping soundly next to Lady Zhang before returning to the kitchen to 

eat. “Nian Nian’s craftsmanship is really exceptional!”Uncle Gu could not help but praise after eating a 

mouthful of stir-fried fat sausages, which was very to his liking. “Yes, yes, yes.”Uncle Gu only nodded 

and focused on eating. It was too damn delicious. Hurry up and eat, or else the second, fourth, and 

benefactor would snatch it all away. “Fourth uncle, father said that sister’s craftsmanship is second to 

none in the village. It’s This!”Gu Xin gave him a thumbs up and said happily. “Yes, yes, your father is 

right. Hurry up and eat, your benefactor will finish it in a while!”Uncle Gu exhorted Gu Xin. The whole 

family happily finished their meal. Without waiting for the old couple to leave, the transmigrator trio left 

with Gu Xin. It was almost dark outside. When they reached home, the family of four began to calculate 

their accounts for the day. Under Cai Xiaolian’s bargaining, the cake recipe was sold for 100 taels of 

silver. Gu Nianzhi had thought it would cost at least 80 taels of silver, and Cai Xiaolian had sold it for 20 

more. Half a pig was sold for three taels of silver, and the total income was 103 taels of silver. Gu Xin, 

this little money-grubber, was still a little unhappy. “Sister, we can sell the cake by ourselves. We can sell 

it for so much in a month. Why should we sell it to them?” They had discussed selling the recipe in the 

morning, but Gu Xin was not there, so they did not know. “Because it’s troublesome to make this cake!”! 

“Xin Xin, look, your father has to get up early every morning to break the egg whites. He can use this 

time to study.”. “Your sister can use this time to do other things and earn more money.”. “We can’t earn 

all the money. We can’t waste everyone’s time just because of this small amount of money, right?”Cai 

Xiaolian said. “Oh, then what does sister plan to do tomorrow? I can help.”Gu Xin felt that her mother 

was right, so she did not hesitate and asked again. “We’ll talk about it tomorrow. Don’t worry, I’ll take 

you with me in everything I do from now on,”Gu Nian said. “Boom!”Suddenly, there was a clap of 

thunder outside. “Crack!”Suddenly, there was a flash of light in the dark night. Lightning flashed, 

thunder rumbled, and the wind howled. It happened almost instantly. “Oh my, why is this happening in 

this season? Go wash up and sleep!”Gu Nian was amused when she saw this. Even God was going to 

help them! Lu Zheng, you’re dead meat tonight, hehehe! Gu shouxin glanced at her and smiled. “Okay, 

go wash up and go to sleep!” The family of four quickly washed up and went back to their rooms. About 

fifteen minutes later, Gu Shouxin came out of his room dressed in black. He coughed twice and Gu 

Nianzhi also dressed up. “He will come, right?”Gu Nianzhi asked. “Yes. If he is Lu Zheng, he will definitely 

come,”gu shouxin said. The father and daughter opened the door to the central room. “Father, sister, 

where are you going?”At this moment, Gu Xin walked out with her coat wrapped around her and asked. 

Chapter 108 I’ve made up my mind 

 

Gu Xin was about to fall asleep when she heard Gu Shouxin’s cough and sat up. She thought Gu Shouxin 

had caught a cold, so she decided to put a jade bead in the water for her father to drink. When she came 

out with her clothes, she saw two figures. If it hadn’t been for the sudden flash of lightning, she would 

have thought there was a burglar in the house. The father and daughter pulled back their foot that had 

stepped out of the door and turned around. Gu Xin had already lit the oil lamp with a lighter. When she 

saw the way her father and sister were dressed, she was stunned for a moment. Then she asked, 



“Father, sister, are you going to rob?” “Yes, are you going to rob?”Cai Xiaolian asked as she came out of 

the house, trying not to laugh. The little girl was quite imaginative! On this stormy night, the father and 

daughter of the Gu family were dressed in black and had gone out to rob someone. Gu Shouxin looked 

at Cai Xiaolian helplessly and then said to Gu Xin, “Xinxin, father and sister are going to deal with a bad 

guy. They’ll be back in a while. They didn’t tell you because they were afraid you’d be worried.” Gu 

Nianzhi nodded and then asked suspiciously, “Xinxin, did you read a strange script?” Gu Xin shook her 

head. “I can’t read the script. I only know our family’s names. It was uncle who said that people who 

wear black clothes at night and cover their heads with only their eyes are robbers.” The transmigration 

trio:”…” What exactly did uncle Gu teach the Gu family’s children? “Father, sister, if you go and take care 

of the bad guys, Can I go?”Gu Xin asked again. “Of course you can’t go!”Cai Xiaolian pulled Gu Xin to her 

side and said with a smile, “Do you have the skills of your father and sister?” Gu Xin shook her head in 

frustration. “So, we’ll wait for them at home, Okay?”Cai Xiaolian said again. “But, it’s raining outside and 

there’s thunder and lightning. Can We Go on a sunny day? I’m worried that Father and sister will be 

caught in the rain,”Gu Xin said. “It’s okay. We have a straw raincoat at home. Since you’re worried, let’s 

go to the stove and wait by the fire. We can also boil some ginger water for your dad and sister to get rid 

of the cold,”Cai Xiaolian said. “Okay then! Dad and sister, you must be careful. Come back quickly. Mom 

and I will wait for you at home.”Gu Xin nodded and did not continue to instruct them. Gu Shouxin and 

Gu Nianzhi looked gratefully at Cai Xiaolian. If it weren’t for her, they really wouldn’t know what to say. 

“Xinxin and mother will be good at home. When the weather clears, father will take you to the county to 

buy things. Father will buy whatever Xinxin wants.”Gu shouxin patted Gu Xin on the head and said 

gently. “Xinxin is so good! In two days, sister will make a good gift for Xinxin.”Gu Nianzhi followed suit. 

She felt that she couldn’t fall behind. How could she, as her older sister, not give something to Xinxin? 

Cai Xiaolian locked the door and went back to the kitchen. She saw Gu Xin’s serious face, her right fist 

tightly clenched. She looked extremely cute. She couldn’t help pinching Gu Xin’s already thin face. She 

smiled. “Our Xinxin is so cute! What are you thinking?” “Mom, I’ve decided!”Gu Xin clenched her fists 

and looked up at Cai Xiaolian with a solemn expression. “What have you decided?”Cai Xiaolian asked 

curiously. “I’ve decided that I can’t randomly learn Dad’s boxing moves in the morning. I want to learn 

them seriously. I want to learn them well. This way, Dad and sister can take me with them when dealing 

with the bad guys in the future. I can also with father and sister to protect the mother!”Gu Xin eyes firm 

way. 

Chapter 109 was about to end 

 

“Aiyo! Big Baby, My Darling!”Cai Xiaolian’s heart softened at Gu Xin’s words. She bent down slightly and 

hugged Gu Xin in her arms. After that, she lowered her head and gave Gu Xin a heavy kiss on the face. 

“Good, learn well and learn well. No one will dare to bully our Xin Xin in the future.” Cai Xiaolian felt that 

Lu Zheng was finished. This kid had better not come near their Xin Xin. Otherwise, he would really be 

finished! .. The Gu father and daughter, wearing straw raincoats and bamboo hats, quickly arrived at the 

village entrance. The downpour could not stop their determination to test the waters. “Are you 

scared?”Standing at the fork in the road at the village entrance, Gu Shouxin stopped and asked Gu 

Nianzhi beside him. “I’m not scared. Dad, you don’t know how exciting this is! Especially with the 

weather and the people standing next to me. I’m not scared at all!”Gu Nianzhi’s voice was tinged with 

excitement. “Okay! Then wait here, I’ll go set up right away! Look at the time, he’s almost here!”Gu 

Shouxin said. “Okay! Dad, don’t worry! Oh right, Dad, remember not to stand under the tree. You Can’t 



hide under the tree when there’s thunder, otherwise you’ll be struck by the Thunder,”Gu Nianzhi 

reminded him. “Okay, I understand.”Gu shouxin carried the rope and headed to the other side of the 

road. Gu Nianzhi was pulling the rope from the other end. Very soon, Gu Shouxin ran back. The father 

and daughter did not hide under the tree. Instead, they held on to the rope. “When he falls off his horse, 

I’ll go up and subdue him. You have to tie him up with the rope first, then put a cloth over his mouth and 

cover his eyes with the cloth,”gu shouxin reminded him. “Yes, yes, I understand,”Gu Nianzhi replied. 

“But dad, how can you be sure that he’ll come on horseback? It’s raining right now, what if he rides a 

carriage?” “I’ve already damaged the wheels of three of his carriages. If he was Lu Zheng, he wouldn’t 

have had time to wait for them to be fixed,”gu shouxin said calmly. “Dad, please accept my knees!”Gu 

Nianzhi was full of admiration for Gu Shouxin. Although the Zhou family was only a wealthy family in the 

small town, her father had gone to destroy the carriage and had also plotted to have Lu Zheng rush out 

to save her without any doubt. This ability was not something that ordinary people had. No wonder he 

could use the emperor as a puppet. He really was not an ordinary person! Gu Nianzhi was very curious 

now about how Gu Shouxin had become a eunuch in his past life. Gu Shouxin did not understand what 

Gu Nianzhi meant. He was about to ask when he heard the sound of horse hooves. The father and 

daughter immediately perked up. “Giddyup! Giddyup!” It was Zhou Yuan’s voice, and he sounded very 

anxious. Lu Zheng was very flustered. Lucky had just given him a letter. After reading it, he immediately 

packed up and left the house. He had planned to bring lucky with him, but the carriage had broken 

down, and he had come alone on horseback. Fortunately, his grandfather was used to going to bed 

early. Otherwise, his grandfather would not have let him out in this weather. He had been cursing 

himself in his heart as he rode over. How could he be so stupid? Clearly, something had happened in his 

previous life. How could he have been deceived by that bastard gu shouxin? He had always wanted to 

sell his daughter. Gu Shouxin, that bastard! Lu Zheng could not calm down when he encountered Gu 

Xin’s matter. In his previous life, he had been too calm and careless. He had neglected the Cai family and 

Gu Nian. He had let Xinxin be deceived by them. That was why his Xinxin had lost her life. He would 

never allow such a thing to happen again in this life. He was about to reach the village of Three Forks 

when the horse suddenly lost its mind and knelt down. He was just about to turn the horse around when 

he was thrown off the horse. 

Chapter 110 rough and sharp 

 

Almost at the same time, the Gu father and daughter rushed out. Lu Zheng fell off the horse and just as 

he stabilized himself, he sensed a sneak attack and was ready to fight. The horse that was tripped by the 

rope also stabilized itself. Because of the pain, it was frightened and panicked. The horse’s head was 

facing Lu Zheng’s direction and it ran wildly. Lu Zheng was hit by the frightened horse and fell again in 

the dark rain and wind. The father and daughter of the Gu family stopped moving for a moment, but 

only for a moment. Gu shouxin rushed forward and easily restrained Lu Zheng. Lu Zheng struggled to 

resist before Gu Nianzhi stepped forward to trap him. Gu shouxin stretched out a hand and punched Lu 

Zheng in the stomach. Lu Zheng grunted and was firmly restrained by Gu Nianzhi. Gu Nianzhi was not 

slow either. She tied him up and tied a knot. She then stuffed a cloth into Lu Zheng’s mouth and took 

out a piece of cloth to blindfold him. Gu shouxin carried the man into the village. Gu Nianzhi followed 

behind him. “Don’t move, I’ll kill you if you move again!”Gu Shouxin said impatiently. He didn’t use a 

man’s voice. He used the high-pitched, ear-piercing eunuch voice he had learned from the old eunuchs 

in the palace when he had just become a eunuch. “Ah!”Gu Nianzhi was so frightened that she staggered 



and fell into a small pit on the road, splashing water everywhere. She reacted quickly and her voice 

automatically became louder, completely unlike her usual voice. Gu shouxin stopped and turned 

around. “How is it? Are You Okay?” Gu Nianzhi held back her laughter and got up. She said in a very bold 

and boorish voice, “I’m fine, let’s continue walking!” She believed it. Her father was a eunuch, nine 

thousand years old! The villain in her heart laughed wildly. hahahahahaha.. Lu Zheng, on the other hand, 

quieted down. Eunuch? Who sent him here? Why did they abduct him? Was the letter just a trap set by 

these people? Then how did they know about Xin Xin? Could it be because they saw me getting close to 

the Gu Family? No, even if I was close to the Gu family, I never showed any concern for Xin Xin. How did 

they know? Could it be that there was a traitor on grandfather’s side? That didn’t make sense. Even if 

they knew my identity, how could they know what I meant to Xin Xin? Using such a letter to lure me into 

the trap? Lu Zheng’s mind was a little confused. Soon, he was defeated by the pain and his mind cleared 

up instantly. Gu Shouxin threw him into a corner. He was in so much pain that he wanted to curse, but 

his mouth was blocked and he couldn’t say anything. This was a wooden house controlled by the village. 

There used to be a young couple who lived in it. Their husband had died, and their wife had married a 

businessman with their children, so the house was empty. “Lu Zheng?”Gu Shouxin took off his straw 

raincoat and looked Gu Nianzhi up and down. Seeing that she was in good spirits and should not have 

hurt from the fall, he squatted down and raised Lu Zheng’s chin. Lu Zheng did not resist. “9,000 years 

old. We’re gagging him! He can’t answer.”Gu Nianzhi’s rough male voice came out again. Gu shouxin 

pursed his lips. This girl’s voice was even more manly than when he had a normal male voice! In the 

future, no one would suspect him if he changed into a male outfit and went out to tease a little girl. He 

shook his head and did not think about the strange scene. He took the bandage from Lu Zheng’s mouth. 

“Cough, cough, cough, cough, cough, cough, cough. Who Are You?”Lu Zheng coughed violently and felt 

that his breathing was much smoother. “I’m asking you a question! Are You Lu Zheng? !”Gu Nian 

punched Lu Zheng’s back and said in a gruff voice. Gu Shouxin held his forehead: future son-in-law, no 

matter who you are or where you are, remember to be more obedient in the future. 


